PCB FABRICATION, ASSEMBLY &
FREE AWARD-WINNING CAD DESIGN SOFTWARE
Leading the industry for over 45 years as the
– preferred – prototype & production PCB solutions provider.

ABOUT SUNSTONE
When we started making printed circuit boards back in 1972, we
didn’t want to be just another manufacturer — we wanted to be an
indespensible partner to our customers. So we set the goal of total
customer satisfaction, and that goal has directed our focus ever since.
We believe we provide the most value to you, our customer, when we are
proactive about meeting your needs, and can be counted on to deliver
high-quality printed circuit boards, on time, order after order and year
after year.
Our PCB manufacturing team is one of the most experienced in the USA,
and we’re proud to produce high-quality products while providing a safe
and prosperous workplace for our employees.

COMPANY HIGHLIGHTS
• Pioneer of online ordering
• Early adopter of Lead-free / RoHS
compliant finishes
• Healthiest Employers of Oregon:
2017, 2016, 2015, 2014, 2013
- The Portland Business Journal
• Top Work Place 2016, The Oregonian
• U.S.-owned and operated

LIVE & ON-SITE

24/7/365
YOU CAN COUNT ON US FOR:

Hello,
Thank you for considering Sunstone Circuits. Our goal is to be the easiest PCB
manufacturer to do business with — from quote to delivery, and prototype to production.

• Live, on-site customer support 24/7/365

To achieve it, we know we can’t just talk the talk, we have to walk the walk.

CUSTOMER SUPPORT

• Guaranteed quality from quote to delivery
• Over 99% on-time delivery
• Award-winning free CAD design software,
PCB123®
• Instant online quote & order with
OneQuote

That’s why we do things like provide free, fully-supported CAD-design software,
guarantee on-time delivery, and offer live customer support around the clock. We’re
the PCB manufacturer that pioneered 24/7/365 phone and online customer support!
Our team’s hard work and innovation has earned us a reputation for reliable quality and
unbeatable service.
In this document, you’ll learn about our products and services, see what our customers
are saying, and get a sense of what we can offer. Should you have any questions,
remember our team is always just a phone call or email away.
We look forward to helping your team and your company achieve great things!

Sincerely,

Terry Heilman
CEO

PCB PRODUCTS
Our flexible PCB products put you in command of your project.
Sunstone’s PCB Manufacturing capabilities provide you with all you need to produce high quality printed circuit boards —
just specify your board order as you need it, and we’ll tell you how to optimize your order for your design priorities.

ValueProto®

PCBExpress®

PCBpro®

Custom Quote

Affordable option for 2–6 layer
PCBs with industry standard
features.

Perfect for prototyping. 1–14
layers with flexibility of PCB
parameters.

Geared for production and
complexity. Larger quantities,
up to 20 layers.

Custom solutions that meet
your needs. Easily quote online,
or by email.

LEARN MORE

Institute of Electrical and
Electronics Engineers
Sunstone’s membership in IEEE
supports our commitment towards
technological innovation and
excellence.

LEARN MORE

LEARN MORE

Underwriters Laboratories

IPC-6012 Class II and III

Sunstone can mark product with
our UL 796 marking (File # ZPMV2.
E58527) to show compliance for
flammability, and delamination.

Sunstone can manufacture, test
and inspect your PCBs to meet or
exceed the requirements of these
commonly required specifications.

LEARN MORE

International Traffic
in Arms Regulations
Compliant
Sunstone is registered with the
DDTC (Directorate of Defense Trade
Controls) for compliance to handle
requirements.

OneQuote
Instantly Quote and Order Online
Did you know Sunstone was the first PCB manufacurer to introduce online quote and
order? Way back in 1999! We’ve come a long way since then. Our OneQuote tool makes
quoting easy: just enter your project specs once, then explore our interactive pricing
matrix to find the price and lead time that fit your needs.

BENEFITS
• Save time — quote once and see all
your options
• Find your best deal with the interactive
pricing matrix
• Keep teams on track with multi-user
accounts
• Quickly quote and order any board
from within PCB123

The online quotation makes
ordering PCBs a breeze.
— John Labelle, Hardware Designer

See it in action at:
www.sunstone.com/onequotevideo

LAUNCH PCB123.COM

PCB123 FEATURES
• Quickly quote and order any board
from within PCB123
• Keep teams on track with multi-user
accounts
• Track your order history online at
www.sunstone.com
• Order Gerbers only, directly from inside
the tool
• Largest parts library upon install for
five years running
• Free technical support 24/7/365

The schematic software and
layout tools cannot be beat
(for free) and I have never
experienced such timely and
thorough support in my 10 years
as an engineer.
— Bill Conley, FassTech

FREE PCB DESIGN SOFTWARE
Engineers need CAD software to design their PCBs, but enterprise-grade tools are
expensive and complex to learn. We provide the solution with PCB123 — professionalgrade PCB CAD software that’s easy to use, fully-supported, and totally free. PCB123
interactively checks your design against our manufacturing tolerances (DRC), and quotes
your board and components as you design. You can design with confidence knowing
your boards can be built, and built right.

FREE & FULLY FUNCTIONAL

SDK

Industrial-grade features on install, backed

Our open Software Developer’s Kit gives

by unlimited phone and email support.

you programic access. Build add-ons and

No throttling. No ads. No upsells.

extensions to make the tool your own.

DESIGN—2—FABRICATION

SCHEMATIC EDITOR

Direct access to Sunstone’s fabrication shop.

The tools you need — Schematic Capture,

Built in quote and order, and quality is

Physical Layout, BOM Management, Design

always guaranteed.

Rule Checking — without any fluff.

ADD-ONS & SERVICES
Your go-to vendor for every PCB need
How have we stayed a leader in the PCB world for over 40 years? Early adoption of new materials and rapid innovation of existing services is a start.
RF / MICROWAVE

DFMPLUS

High frequency circuits have more stringent requirements in the
material, signal speed, signal loss, tolerances, and circuit design.

Did you know that 70-80% of the quality and manufacturing yield
of your designs comes from design, not manufacturing? DFMPlus
helps you catch errors early, to save time, money, and frustration.

We offer:

Our free DFMPlus service helps you:

•
•
•
•
•

• Verify your prototype is buildable

Rogers Corporation: 3000 series, 4000 series, 5000 series, 6000 series
Arlon
Taconic
Polyflon
Many thicknesses and copper types available

• Identify aspects of your current design that may cause yield or reliability issues later
• Decrease the number of prototyping design spins needed to move to production
• Design a reliable final product

Learn More »

Learn More »

STENCILS

ASSEMBLY

Want an easy way to increase yields, reduce waste, and save time
in your in-house board assembly process? Add a Solder Stencil to
your next PCB fabrication order.

Our assembly partner, Screaming Circuits, shares our committment
to delivering quality and top-notch customer service. (We wouldn’t
recommend anything less!)

Stencils eliminate the inconsistencies created by hand soldering. They allow for
direct placement of solder paste to the surface to be soldered — and quickly pay for
themselves in time savings alone.

It’s easy to add assembly when you place your PCB order, and the handoff is seamless.
We’re confident you’ll experience the same exceptional customer service and reliable
quality as you expect from Sunstone.

Learn More »

Learn More »

PARTNERS FROM PROTOTYPE
TO PRODUCTION
Our expertise gives you a competitive edge
When you prototype boards with Sunstone, our proactive customer support engineers get
to know your project. As your project moves into production, that same team of engineers
supports you — reducing the delays and risk of error that come with switching vendors.
Partnering with Sunstone from prototype to production saves you time and money, and
maximizes the payoff you’ll see as we work to support your goals.

DESIGN

PRODUCTION
RUN

Seamlessly
move from
prototype
to production.
No delays or
added fees.

Reliable
reproduction
by a team who
knows your
project. Save
time & reduce
the risk of error.

PROTOTYPE

NRE
Capture your
idea with a
schematic,
layout, & Bill
of Materials.

TOOLING
SETUP

Quick-response
fabrication &
assembly brings
your design to life
— so you can test,
refine, and
perfect it.

$$$
NRE

START OVER WITH
A NEW MANUFACTURER

The process with Sunstone just
makes our work life easier. Fast
quotes, an expert on the other
end of the line — it really supports
our competitive advantage.
— Mark Kuhn, Oat Foundry

SPOTLIGHT ON:

EAGLE SPACE FLIGHT TEAM
The Eagle Space Flight Team works
with the ultimate goal of becoming the
first University team to design and build
a rocket capable of sub-orbital flight.
Students are designing the rocket to
reach the Karman Line, at an altitude of
100 kilometers (328,084 feet) — which
is internationally recognized as the
boundary to space. The Electronics
team is currently working on a
telemetry system, which will provide
tracking and communication with the
rocket during the flight.
APPLY TODAY

EDUCATIONAL SPONSORSHIP PROGRAM
Supporting the Next Generation
We support the future of engineering by actively participating with educators, students,
educational events, and team competitions around the world. Over 400 applicants have
benefited from bringing PCBs into the classroom through our educational circuit board
program — and we look forward to sponsoring many more qualifying students, teams, and
classes.
Whether it’s robotics, automotive, aviation or electrical team competitions, Sunstone has
sponsored some of the best. Learn more about our educational sponsorship programs at:
https://www.sunstone.com/pcb-resources/sponsorships

RECENT PROJECTS
OAT FOUNDRY

VANCE & HINES

“This company’s divining rod is building cool stuff —
we’re thrill seekers — we love seeing the motors turn,
the laser cut, the LEDs blink, the messaging splash
across the board.”

“We don’t feel like we’re sending our orders into a black
hole, there’s someone on the other end who cares.”
Learn how a prototype-to-production partnership got
Vance & Hines products to market faster »

Learn how our experts helped Oat Foundry revive a
beloved classic »

EAGLE HARBOR

ALPINE LABS

“PCB123 provided a low barrier to entry for scientists
who were not necessarily electrical engineers.”

“Your tagline about having the easiest way to order
boards is absolutely true, and it’s one of the main
reasons we keep coming back.”

Learn how Sunstone’s PCB123 helped Eagle Harbor
break new ground in the fusion energy arena »

Learn how accelerated, cost-effective iteration helped
Alpine Labs develop better products faster »

EST. 1972

PROUDLY SERVING YOU
FOR OVER 40 YEARS

MULINO, OREGON

CONTACT US
13626 S. Freeman Road
Mulino, OR 97042
USA
Toll Free (US & Canada): 800.228.8198
Phone: 503.829.9109
Fax: 503.829.6657
Email: support@sunstone.com
Find us online!

MADE IN THE USA

